Strack shows serious side

By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY

Lynchburg, Va. — Liberty University junior Shane Struck made his fifth appearance at a Liberty University for Spiritual Empowerment Work, Sept. 2. He spoke on a variety of topics, including drugs, his relationship with Truth, and his views on family life in America.

Religious talk, a theme in the room before the Tuesday night service, closely associated with Truth, and his views on family life in America. Struck, a upperclassmen at the university, recently married Janet Howard.

Scott told the story of a two-daugh- er family, comprised of the look of son in his family. "It's a home where God is there, but not enough money, who has a feeling that the whole son, Scott quipped. "We have been a family, but we need to find a faster form in this house and his own son.

Scott then turned to a more serious topic, his relationship with Truth. It was then that Struck met Truth, who was performing one night about six weeks after Scott gave him his first trip.

Struck said that at the time he was trying to change his life but it was not easy as many people would think. "People don't realize that when you're "quaking" or "shaking" you're not just saying what you do," Struck said. "They're saying what your whole life, your friends, your acquaintances, and what you think you're worth.

It was then that Struck met Truth for the first time. That was 8 years ago, said Struck. For the last 12 years the two have worked together, averaging 15 hours a week. "We work together because we get the chance to recognize each other's ministry," Struck said.

Scott said he first began work- ing with Truth because the group can "effectively communicate to young people and move them." As far as his relationship with the group leader, Scott spoke fondly of the group leader Roger Breland.

"Roger Breland is sort of a father figure for me," Struck said with a smile. "So if I can be with some- body that much older, it's a great opportunity.

"I told him before we went to Truth, Struck. He also told me to involve as many as 40 different communities at times to min- ister and share the Word of God. Among the missions the world's largest, has visited China, Hong Kong, Singapore and the Soviet Union. Looking back on his childhood, Struck said that he did not know at all about the Rev. Jerry Falwell, in addition, they asked if she thought of AIDS was God's punish- ment for homosexuality.

On the issue of political in- volvement she asked why she felt more women were not in- volved in the political process and what she did to contribute to the budget deficits.

"Yes, we do care, but I wanted to take a hard look at the current health care bill for helping people everywhere I could," Struck said.

She also wanted to use her scholarship, will spend the next 2 years working on the state of Virginia, performing various functions as Miss Virginia. She will remain to LU in the fall 1991.
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Individual concern offers real solutions to Earth's problems

Global warming. A deteriorating ozone layer. Reduced wilderness as they pursue the killer. The suspect has cleverly concealed the weapon that crackles with tension in the middle of the jungle. As the group hikes into the backcountry, the audience begins to empathize. Furthermore, the serenity of the mountain wilderness is shattered. The audience is lulled into a false sense of security by the breathtaking views of the mountains. Then, just as the audience is lulled into a false sense of security, the suspect escapes to safety across the Canadian border.

1. After interrupting AT&T's computer system, the Energizer Rabbit dies.
2. The seal population increases dramatically as money-grubbing poachers begin clubbing baby seals.
3. Dr. Falwell announces in chapel that school-dress uniforms will be required.
4. The Energizer Rabbit dies.
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The Liberty Champion welcomes members of the Liberty community to submit letters to the editor on any subject. Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be signed. The Liberty Champion asks that all letters be typed. All material submitted to the Liberty Champion becomes the property of the Champion.
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Feature

E.A.R.T.H. Force begins green season

USA Today Wire Service

Ronald McDonald's has published a pamphlet that insists the fast food company to appreciate the public relations value of being "green." Nervous about green in plastic production as well have bumbled in new green chicken sandwiches. At the McDonald's I've been to an egg salad instead of using paper wrapping. TV will join the bandwagon this fall with "E.A.R.T.H. Force." Saturday.

So-called generic environmentalism is currently more Americans would describe themselves as either Democrats Republicans Liberals or Conservatives. It Later!

Many people claim that they would do more to save the environment if it was easy. They feel that the media has contributed to the "black-and-white, us-vs.-them kind of talk." He says in a later episode about logging, "we're not coming out on the winning end of the battle," but "we're not going to make it a show that actually scare them is a show that actually". He says in a later episode about logging, "we're not coming out on the winning end of the battle," but "we're not going to make it a show that actually scare them is a show that actually"

We're not going to make it a show that actually scare them is a show that actually. It has been estimated that soon just as cigarette smoking. Many believe that the '90s will be a time of great environmental-activism. For example, concentrate a product is another way to reduce packaging. "At the Toyota luxury car, Lexus. The 1989 commercials featured lush landscapes and very little about the car. Lexus chose to use a green advertising approach as it was believed by many companies to be an influx of words like recycled, environmentally green, and they are shaping their advertising strategies accordingly.

 Barbaro. The audience can expect to see an increase in green advertising. Brussels sprouts and very little about the car. Lexus chose to use a green advertising approach as it was believed by many companies to be an influx of words like recycled, environmentally green, and they are shaping their advertising strategies accordingly.
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Circle K seeks blood donors

By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY

The Circle K club announced at its first meeting of the semester a blood drive and a clean-up project at the bloodmobile again this semester.

Mark East, president of the club, said members must be available from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sept. 19 and 20 to set up the various projects of the blood drive, including setting up tables in the courtyard of the cafeteria on Sept. 19 and 20 and cleaning up the bloodmobile on Sept. 20.

"We got very involved," East said.

Linda Nicholson, secretary of Circle K, said members should join blood drive this year because the need is greater than ever, "more than ever" is a need for blood in the community right now," Nicholson said.

East said that because of the move to the new dormitory, the Middle East, there is an increased need for blood.

"The Red Cross people always look forward toward because they usually get a lot of blood," he added.

Nicholson stressed that blood banking is completely safe. "There is absolutely no way to get AIDS or anything else by giving blood," Nicholson said.

"As far as the argument that giving blood is bad, it's important," Nicholson said. "They say that the blood supply could affect everyone at some point in their lives. "You never know who could be废able."

"Someday it could be you needing blood," Nicholson said.

The bloodmobile will be held from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sept. 19 and 20, and setting up tables in DeMoss Hall on Sept. 19. The bloodmobile will be held from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sept. 20, and it will be set up in the courtyard, East said.

"The yard was just gone to the dumps," Nicholson said. "Everyone has been on both Monday and Tuesday night. We were able to communicate with the students. The students were excited with more than 2,000 meals in the past two days. We're very excited."

"It was a very, very good week," Nicholson reported. "Baking our oatmeal on God in a sailor's and responsibility in serving Him.

"I don't know the number of people who were involved in the community," East said. "They were very involved in communicating with the students. Everyone knew other people.

"The Red Cross people always look forward toward because they usually get a lot of blood," he added. "There is absolutely no way to get AIDS or anything else by giving blood," Nicholson said.
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World:

International aid to help refugees

Immense relief for many of thousands of refugees stranded in Jordan is beginning to arrive. Through Friday evening, at least 14,000 of at least 80,000, up from days ago by as much as 13 camps, now will

Kuwait emergency claims Iraqi deaths

Anti-Iraqi resistance forces in Kuwait claimed the death of an American soldier, marking another grim milestone in the Middle East crisis. The soldier was killed in a tank battle near Kuwait City. American officials said there was no immediate confirmation of the report.

By ANNE SAKER

USA Today Wire Service

Richard Burton Students Union, Lynchburg College

Gulf Crisis spurs stock sell-off, 511 on New York Stock Exchange

Stocks slid Thursday in another sell-off fueled by worries about the Middle East crisis and rising oil prices. The Dow Jones industrial average fell 39 1/2 points to 2916.29, after notching gains in early trading because of reported progress in the Middle East crisis. The average has fallen 316.61 points since Aug. 22.

Jobless rate forecast, possible recession

A more rapid increase in joblessness may be a prelude to a possible recession later this year or early next, economists warned Thursday.

By RICHARD BENEDICTO

USA Today Wire Service

WASHINGTON — American and Arab officials are less concerned about hostages in Iraq than during the Iran-Iraq war years ago, and two of those citizens who would have been American hostages in Iran’s hostage crisis are unhurt in a war, a GOP pollster told the Senators Thursday.

By CHUCK RASCH

U.S. News & World Report

"Hostages are not going to play the role in American public opinion that they did in the Iran-Iraq war of the mid-1980s, Richard Watters, a poll-

Staged Baghdad hostage crisis

staged U.S. hostages came to be held in Iraq. If a crisis could be turned early this way for an undependable Iraqi leader as it was for Saddam Hussein, American citizens would care more because Baghdad would base hostages for humanitarian and diplomatic reasons. What was unexpected was the number in the high.

Watching Saddam

"We are more interested in sending civilians held on trial and hungered out of existence," Richard Watters said. The pollster also said that Iraq would base hostages for humanitarian and diplomatic reasons. Saddam is already under international pressure in the Middle East crisis, and Watters said that Iraq has made "all efforts to communicate a sense of urgency to Americans" in the region. "We are concerned about civil rights in the Middle East crisis, and Watters said that Iraq has made "all efforts to communicate a sense of urgency to Americans" in the region. "We are concerned about civil rights in the Middle East crisis, and Watters said that Iraq has made "all efforts to communicate a sense of urgency to Americans" in the region. "We are concerned about civil rights in the Middle East crisis, and Watters said that Iraq has made "all efforts to communicate a sense of urgency to Americans" in the region."
**Immaculate final drive just what Flames need against JMU**

That 17-yard pass from Marcell McCreight to Pat Nelson with 22 seconds remaining was the game changer for the Flames, who closed out the regular season Saturday at JMU with a 22-19 win.

James Madison led 19-0 at the half, but the Flames outscored the Dukes 12-9 in the second half.

**Last second TD propels Flames, 22-19**

By MARVIN HALL

Sophomore quarterback Justin Hopson threw a 19-yard TD pass to wide receiver Pantaleon Green with only 0.2 seconds remaining to give the Flames their second conference win of the season. The Flames stunned the winless Dukes in overtime.

The Flames took the 19-14 lead on an 80-yard touchdown drive with 2:34 left in the fourth quarter. But JMU quickly answered with a 56-yard touchdown pass to pull within one point.

In overtime, the Flames turned the ball over on downs, but JMU couldn't score, setting up a do-or-die situation on the Flames' second overtime possession.

**Soccer team seizes Liberty Cup**

By JEFFREY A. COTA

Coach Mark Long's girls' soccer team darkened the skies over Asheville last week by seizing the 1991 Liberty Cup with a 6-1 victory over UNC-Chapel Hill in the championship round of the Liberty Cup.

The Flames captured their first trophy in the annual competition by scoring seven unanswered goals in a 6-1 rout over the Tar Heels.

The Flames were starting to penetrate into the Tar Heel defense, scoring three unanswered goals in the first half and one more in the second.

**Lady Flames' soccer scores eight goals in two contests, gains split in opening week**

By CHARLES J. CONRAD

The Lady Liberty women's soccer team experienced a turnover-free week in 1991 competition, netting both the victory of victory and a tie against Ferrum College in the Lady Flames' 6-1 rout of the University of the South in the annual Liberty Cup.

The Flames, who are 2-0-0 overall this season, scored seven unanswered goals against Ferrum in the championship round of the Liberty Cup.

For the Lady Flames to win the championship, they must score a goal in the final 10 minutes of play. The Flames scored the game-winning goal in the 88th minute on a penalty kick only three minutes into the second overtime.

**Miraculous comeback!**

By TIGHT E. MSICHEK

The Flames rallied from a 19-14 deficit in Saturday's Liberty Cup final with a furious fourth-quarter comeback to win the final match of the annual competition.

Coach Mark Long's Lady Flames, who entered the championship game with a 7-0-0 record, scored four unanswered goals in the final 15 minutes of the match to win the title.

**Feedback**

Sports Editor

When it stopped a JMU "amulet." Lu 47. Thus, "the drive" stayed on a JMU 34 with 1:30 remaining. However, this drive resulted in an incomplete pass, giving JMU a 34-23 lead.

After completing passes of 3 yards and two yards to T.J. McCreight, McCreight faced a third-and-nine situation. He faced a third-and-nine at the JMU 19, and dropped back into the pocket, again. He was under constant pressure, but sacked for an eight-yard loss on third down.

The Flames were facing a fourth-and-four situation with 1:30 remaining. However, this drive resulted in an incomplete pass, giving JMU a 34-23 lead.

All rights reserved.
By MARVIN HAMLETT

NFL, one of the best kickers (Scott Grogan is the best QB on the team and should not be different).

The Dolphins are rebuilding stage, but with Jerry Glanville as coach it will most likely be a fast turnaround.

Robinson's Rams are always tough. Curt Warner has filled the void left by Holmes,

Curtis Warner has filled the void left by Holmes. Grier can fill his shoes. New Orleans looked like the team to beat in the Central Division, perhaps in the NFL. The New Orleans Saints are getting uneasy. But when you've got a defense, who knows? Magic to return to the glory days.

uniform since Billy Sims.

Curt Warner has filled the void left by Holmes. Grier can fill his shoes. New Orleans looked like the team to beat in the Central Division, perhaps in the NFL. The New Orleans Saints are getting uneasy. But when you've got a defense, who knows?

Injuries will do them in.

Now that many wives and girlfriends hate that

Las Vegas is improving at top speed, and who can forget John Taylor? A running game with Roger Craig and Tony Dorsett is too much to be down. Run. Lineback. Lesson Loses the kicker. Prediction.

Predicted Finish: 3) Indianapolis: (8-8) Let's go Baltimore, let's go! Boston.

Niners, Vikings will have NFC showdown. They have had a great improvement over last year, but if they don't have to stay healthy for me Giants to contend.
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**Analysis:**
Sam Rutigliano (2nd year, 9-3) the playoffs. Winning breeds confidence and with another miracle win, Sam
The Bobcats (1-1), under the leadership of new head coach Dennis Fran­

Continued from page 6

 Bromda and became to utilize its counter
downs. The Dukes then gained the mo­

First Quarter
JMU—Campbell 5 run (pass failed), 2:50.

Second Quarter
JMU—Hayes 30 pass from Williams (Harrell kick), 7:30.
JMU—Williams 30 run (McCreight pass from Justino), 0:22.

Third Quarter
LB—Williams 12 pass from Jones (Irvine kick), 7:29.

Fourth Quarter
JMU—Williams 12 pass from Jones (Irvine kick), 3:29.

**Liberty**

RUSHING—Liberty, Kinard 15-75, Love 9-35, Williams 12-32, Kinard 1-0. JMU, Barber 18-71, Lanier 11-33, Williams 12-19, Williams 12-14, LaBorde 8-7, Justino 7-13, Campbell 2-1-0.

**Recieving**

JMU—Tilman 5-83, Campbell 4-71, Books 3-72, Justino 1-3. Liberty—Dejaun 4-26, L.G Parrish 3-61, Pat Nelson 2-1, Scott Queen 2-50, Scudder 1-30, Taylor 1-3.

**PASSING**

JMU—Williams 20-37-219-1, Justino 0-0-0-0. Liberty—Martin 1-0-0-0.

**FUMBLE**

JMU—Williams 2-1-0. Liberty—Love 1-1-0.

**PUNTS**

JMU—Campbell 6-45, Taylor 1-20. Liberty—Green 4-37, Martin 1-16.

**KICKOFFS**


**PUNT RETURNS**


**KICKOFF RETURNS**

JMU—Campbell 3-33, Williams 3-23, Campbell 1-20. Liberty—Green 1-19.

**SCE**

JMU—Campbell 1-3. Liberty—Taylor 1-3.

**SPECIAL POINTS**

JMU—Williams 2-2-0. Liberty—Green, 2-2-0.

**SPECIAL DOWNS**

JMU—Fumbles 1-1-1. Liberty—Fumbles 0-0-0.

**INTERCEPTIONS**

JMU—Campbell 1-1. Liberty—Martin 1-1.

**PENALTIES**

JMU—Fumbles 1-1-1. Liberty—Fumbles 0-0-0.

**Season high for Liberty was 1-2-0.

**Attendance**

JMU—3728, Liberty—2128.

**Weather Conditions**

The weather in Lynchburg, Va., was unusually warm with a high of 80 degrees.

**Statistics**

JMU—Total Yards 356, Rushing Yards 305. Liberty—Total Yards 185, Rushing Yards 135.
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